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OUTLINE 
 Capacity 
 Auto mode concepts – demand, speed, flow, density 
 Microscopic characteristics – spacing, headway 
 Fundamental traffic relationship 
 Interrupted flow – signalized, unsignalized (Stop, Yield) 
 Delay and queuing at signals 
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Presentation Notes
These slides were created based on the HCM chapter 3 on Traffic Flow and Capacity Concepts.



CAPACITY 
 Capacity “represents the maximum sustainable hourly flow 

rate at which persons or vehicles reasonably can be expected 
to traverse a point or a uniform section of a lane or roadway 
during a given time period under prevailing roadway, 
environmental, traffic, and control conditions.” 

 Reasonable expectancy is key 

 The stated capacity must be achieved repeatedly for peak 
periods 

 Not the maximum flow rate ever to be observed 
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2. LEVELS OF ANALYSIS OVERVIEWAny given HCM application can be analyzed at different levels of detail,depending on the purpose of the analysis and the amount of informationavailable. The HCM defines three primary levels of analysis:• Operational analysis, typically focusing on current or near‐term conditions,involving detailed inputs to HCM procedures, with no or minimal use ofdefault values;• Design analysis, typically using HCM procedures to identify the requiredcharacteristics of a transportation facility that will allow it to operate at adesired LOS, with some use of default values; and• Planning and preliminary engineering analysis, typically focusing on futureconditions, where it is desired to evaluate a series of alternatives quicklyor when specific input values to procedures are not known, requiring theextensive use of default values.The following sections describe these analysis levels further. OPERATIONAL ANALYSISOperational analyses are applications of the HCM that are generally orientedtoward current or near‐term conditions. They aim at providing information fordecisions on whether there is a need for improvements to an existing point,segment, or facility. Occasionally, an analysis is made to determine whether amore extensive planning study is needed. Sometimes the focus is on a network,or part of one, that is approaching oversaturation or an undesirable LOS: When,in the near term, is the facility likely to fail (or fail to meet a desired LOSthreshold)? To answer this question, an estimate of the service flow rateallowable under a specified LOS is required.HCM analyses also help practitioners make decisions about operatingconditions. Typical alternatives often involve the analysis of appropriate laneconfigurations, alternative traffic control devices, signal timing and phasing,spacing and location of bus stops, frequency of bus service, and addition of amanaged (e.g., high‐occupancy vehicle) lane or a bicycle lane. The analysisproduces operational measures for a comparison of the alternatives.Because of the immediate, short‐term focus of operational analyses, it ispossible to provide detailed inputs to the models. Many of the inputs may bebased on field measurements of traffic, physical features, and control parameters.Generally, it is inappropriate to use default values at this level of analysis. DESIGN ANALYSISDesign analyses primarily apply the HCM to establish the detailed physicalfeatures that will allow a new or modified facility to operate at a desired LOS.Design projects are usually targeted for mid‐ to long‐term implementation. Notall the physical features that a designer must determine are reflected in the HCMmodels. Typically, analysts using the HCM seek to determine such elements as  the basic number of lanes required and the need for auxiliary or turning lanes.However, an analyst can also use the HCM to establish values for elements suchas lane width, steepness of grade, length of added lanes, size of pedestrianqueuing areas, widths of sidewalks and walkways, and presence of bus turnouts.The data required for design analyses are fairly detailed and are basedsubstantially on proposed design attributes. However, the intermediate to longtermfocus of the work will require use of some default values. Thissimplification is justified in part by the limits on the accuracy and precision ofthe traffic predictions with which the analyst is working.PLANNING AND PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING ANALYSIS Planning analyses are applications of the HCM generally directed towardbroad issues such as initial problem identification (e.g., screening a large numberof locations for potential operations deficiencies), long‐ range analyses, andstatewide performance monitoring. An analyst often must estimate the futuretimes at which the operation of the current and committed systems will fallbelow a desired LOS. Preliminary engineering analyses are often conducted tosupport planning decisions related to roadway design concept and scope, andwhen alternatives analyses are performed. These studies can also assessproposed systemic policies, such as lane‐ use control for heavy vehicles,systemwide freeway ramp metering and other intelligent transportation systemapplications, and the use of demand‐ management techniques (e.g., congestionpricing) (1 ).Planning and preliminary engineering analyses typically involve situationsin which not all of the data needed for the analysis are available. Therefore, bothtypes of analyses frequently rely on default values for many analysis inputs.Planning analyses may default nearly all inputs—for example, through the use ofgeneralized service volume tables. Preliminary engineering analyses willtypically fall between planning and design analyses in the use of default values.



AUTOMOBILE MODE 
CONCEPTS 
 Volume 

 Number of vehicles that pass over a given point or section 
of a lane or roadway during a given time interval 

 Typically expressed in terms of annual, daily, hourly, or 
subhourly periods 

 Flow rate 
 The equivalent hourly rate at which vehicles pass over a 

given point or section of a lane or roadway during a given 
time interval of less than 1 h, usually 15 min. 

 Demand 
 Number of vehicles that desire to use a given system 

element during a specific time period, typically 1 h or 15 
min. 
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Give examples when possible For example, a volume of 100 veh observed in a 15‐ min periodimplies a flow rate of 100 veh divided by 0.25 h, or 400 veh/h.



DEMAND VOLUMES 
 Observed volumes at a system element (e.g., point) may differ 

from demand volumes 
 Due to an upstream bottleneck 
 HCM uses demand volumes 
 If a bottleneck is present upstream of the system element 

use arrival volume than departure volume at the bottleneck 
 Demand patterns may change after removing a bottleneck 
 Ignoring the effect of upstream bottleneck and treating 

observed volumes as demand volumes 
 Inaccurate HCM analysis 
 Understimate the extent of congestion and overestimate 

LOS 



PEAK HOUR FACTOR 
Subhourly variations in flow rate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Peak hour factor (PHF) = hourly volume/peak flow rate 
(within the hour) 
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PHF = V/4V15 if 15-min intervals are used.



SPEED 
Speed 
Quality of traffic service provided to motorist 
Determines LOS for two-lane highways and 

urban streets 
Different speed parameters for a traffic stream 
Average travel speed 
Space mean speed 
Time mean speed 
Free-flow speed 
Average running speed 
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 For most of the HCM procedures using speed as a service measure, averagetravel speed (or its equivalent, space mean speed) is the defining parameter. Onuninterrupted‐ flow facilities operating with undersaturated flow, the averagetravel speed is equal to the average running speed.



SPEED PARAMETERS 
 Average travel speed 

 Length of segment divided by the average travel time 
 Includes stopped delay times 
 Same as the space mean speed 

 
 Time mean speed 

 Arithmetic average of  speeds of vehicles observed 
passing a point on a highway 

  Also referred to as the  average spot speed 
 Greater than or equal to space mean speed 



SPEED PARAMETERS 
 Free‐flow speed 

 Average speed measured under low-volume conditions 
 Drivers free to drive at their desired speeds not 

constrained by traffic control or geometrics 
 

 Average running speed  

 Length of segment divided by the average running time 
 Includes only time during which vehicles are in motion 
 Does not include stopped delay 
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•  Free‐ flow speed. The average speed of vehicles on a given segment, measured under low‐volume conditions, when drivers are free to drive attheir desired speed and are not constrained by the presence of othervehicles or downstream traffic control devices (i.e., traffic signals,roundabouts, or STOP signs).•  Average running speed. A traffic stream measure based on the observation of travel times of vehicles traversing a section of highway of knownlength. It is the length of the segment divided by the average runningtime of vehicles that traverse the segment. Running time includes onlytime during which vehicles are in motion.



DENSITY 
 Density 

 Number of vehicles occupying a given length of a lane or 
roadway at a particular instant 

 Usually expressed as vehicles per mile (veh/mi) or 
passenger cars per mile (pc/mi) 

 Field measurements are difficult 

 Thus, computed using fundamental relationship q =ku 

 u and q can be easily measured 
 Density is key parameter for uninterrupted flow facilities 

 Denotes quality of traffic operations 
 Proximity of vehicles to one another, maneuverability 

inside traffic stream 



MICROSCOPIC 
CHARACTERISTICS 
 Spacing 

 Distance between successive vehicles in a traffic stream 
 Measured from the same point on each vehicle (e.g., front 

bumper) 
 Headway 

 Time between successive vehicles as they pass a point on 
a lane or roadway,  

 Also measured from the same point on each vehicle 
 Related to macroscopic variables density and flow rate 

 Average spacing = 5280/density 
 Average headway = 3600/flow rate 
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OCCUPANCY 
 Occupancy 

 Proportion of roadway length covered by vehicles or, 
 Proportion of time a roadway cross section is occupied by 

vehicles 
 Roadway occupancy as a surrogate for density 

 Easier to measure (say using loop detectors) 

 Precise length of vehicles is needed to convert occupancy to 
density, else errors occur 



FUNDAMENTAL 
RELATIONSHIP OF TRAFFIC 



FUNDAMENTAL 
RELATIONSHIP OF TRAFFIC 



INTERRUPTED FLOW 
PARAMETERS 
Volume and flow rate (same as previously defined) 

Saturation flow and departure headways 

Control variables (STOP or signal control) 

Gaps available in the conflicting traffic streams 

Control delay 



SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION FLOW 

Saturation flow and departure 
headways 



SIGNAL: DELAY VS CYCLE LENGTH 

Optimal cycle length exists that minimizes 
the total intersection delay 



STOP AND YIELD CONTROL 
Time Gap and Space Gap between major road 

vehicles entering an unsignalized intersection 
Measured from rear bumper to front bumper 

Gap acceptance – completion of a vehicle’s 
movement into a gap 

Capacity of minor road depends on  
 Distribution of available gaps in major road traffic 

stream 
 Gap sizes acceptable to drivers 

Headways (front bumper to front bumper) used in 
lieu of gaps due to ease of data collection 
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 The distribution of available gaps in the major‐ street traffic stream dependson the total volume on the street, its directional distribution, the number of laneson the major street, and the degree and type of platooning in the traffic stream.The gap sizes required by the minor‐ movement drivers depend on the type ofmaneuver (left, through, right), the number of lanes on the major street, thespeed of major‐ street traffic, sight distances, the length of time the minor movementvehicle has been waiting, and driver characteristics (eyesight, reaction time, age, etc.).



STOP AND YIELD CONTROL 
Critical headway  

Minimum time headway in the major traffic 
stream that will allow entry of one minor road 
vehicle 

Follow-up headway 

When more than one minor road vehicle merge 
into one major road gap, the headway between 
minor road vehicles is follow-up headway 



INTERRUPTED FLOW 
MEASURES - DELAY 
 Types of delay 
 Control delay (principal service measure for LOS) 
 Geometric delay 
 Incident delay 
 Traffic delay 
 Total delay 

 Control delay – delay due to the presence of a traffic 
control device and it includes 
 Delays associated with vehicles slow down in 

advance of an intersection 
 Time spent stopped on an intersection approach 
 Time spent as vehicles move up in the queue 
 Time needed for vehicles to accelerate to their 

desired speed 
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• Geometric delay. Delay caused by geometric features causing vehicles toreduce their speed in negotiating a system element (e.g., delayexperienced where an arterial street makes a sharp turn, causing vehiclesto slow, or the delay caused by the indirect route that through vehiclesmust take through a roundabout).•  Incident delay. The additional travel time experienced as a result of anincident, compared with the no‐incident condition.•  Traffic delay. Delay resulting from the interaction of vehicles, causingdrivers to reduce their speed below the free‐flow speed.•  Total delay. The sum of control, geometric, incident, and traffic delay.



INTERRUPTED FLOW 
MEASURES – STOPS, QUEUING 

Stops – cause delay and cost in terms of fuel 
consumption and wear on vehicle (operating cost) 

Stop rate – count of stops divided by number of 
vehicles served (units - stops/vehicle) 

Queuing – operational and design measure 

Average queue length 
Maximum back of queue 
Maximum probable queue (e.g., a 95th percentile 

queue) 



QUEUING AT SIGNALS 
 Idealized undersaturated queue at a signalized 

intersection 
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tQ = time duration of queue (s),v = mean arrival rate (veh/h),s = mean service rate (veh/h), andr = effective red time (s).
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